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A series of direct-drive implosion experiments, using room-temperature, gas-filled CH targets, are
performed on the University of Rochester’s OMEGA laser system@T. R. Boehly et al., Opt.
Commun.133, 495 ~1997!#. The target performance at stagnation and its dependence on beam
smoothing and pulse shaping is investigated. Compressed core conditions are diagnosed using x-ray
and neutron spectroscopy, and x-ray imaging. The individual beams of OMEGA are smoothed by
spectral dispersion in two dimensions~2D SSD! with laser bandwidths up to;0.3 THz, with 1 ns
square to 2.5 ns shaped pulses. A clear dependence of target performance on pulse shape and beam
smoothing is seen, with the target performance~yield, areal density, and shell integrity! improving
as SSD bandwidth is applied.@S1070-664X~00!95405-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Direct-drive, inertial confinement laser-driven fusio
~ICF! is accomplished by near-uniform illumination o
spherical fuel-bearing targets with high-power las
beams.1–3 Ablation of the outer target material drives an im
plosion resulting in a large increase in temperature and d
sity of the final fuel region. If sufficiently high fuel tempera
ture ~.10 keV! and surrounding areal density~.0.3 g/cm2!
are achieved,2 then ignition, thermonuclear burn propagatio
and gain can occur. Attaining near-ignition-scale conditio
in direct-drive implosions requires controlling the growth
the Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability, seeded primarily by
illumination nonuniformities and target imperfection
Direct-drive ignition designs for the National Ignition Fac
ity ~NIF!, currently under construction,4,5 consists of an;1
mm thick, ;3 mm diam CH~plastic! shell surrounding an
;300mm thick deuterium–tritium~DT! ice layer. There is a
small residual DT gas~equivalent to;3 atm at room tem-
perature! in the target center from an ice layer near the trip
point ~19 K!. Cryogenic targets planned for OMEGA a
energy-scaled versions of NIF cryogenic targets with;1
mm diam and;90 mm ice thickness.

Room-temperature-target~noncryogenic! implosions are
currently performed on the University of Rocheste
OMEGA laser system,6 which delivers up to;30 kJ of 351
nm laser light in 1–3 ns. The targets consist of 20–40mm
thick plastic shells filled with up to 15 atm of various gase
These targets have a similar total mass to the OMEGA cr
genic targets and when irradiated with a 1 nssquare pulse,

*Paper SI 1 1 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.44, 282 ~1999!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: fredm@lle.rochester.edu
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have stability characteristics similar to cryogenic targets
luminated with a shaped pulse.7 Previously reported
OMEGA direct-drive implosion experiments have demo
strated the ability to achieve high temperatures8 (kTe;3 to 4
keV, kTi;14 keV), attaining DT neutron yields of.1014.
The acceleration- and deceleration-phase target stability
been studied in spherical implosions using thin polymer l
ers doped with various high-Z elements~Ti, Cl, and Si!, and
D2 fills containing a small Ar component.9 The stagnation
phase~maximum density and temperature conditions! of the
implosions has been studied using both x-ray and neu
spectroscopic techniques concentrating on empty, holl
shell targets or those with low-pressure~3 atm! gas fills.10,11

The ability to achieve final CH areal densities in excess
;100 mg/cm2 was demonstrated. Additional experimen
that incorporated Ti-doped layers within the shell have p
vided independent confirmation of the core conditions.12,13

The compressed target in these experiments can be s
rated into three regions at stagnation: Gas fill, inner~hot!
shell, and outer~cold! shell. The performance of all region
is a function of the pulse shape, shell thickness, and sin
beam uniformity. For high-shock-strength~1 ns square!
pulses, the outer region shows the most sensitivity to sin
beam uniformity, while for lower-shock-strength shap
pulses all regions show sensitivity to the single-beam unif
mity. In this paper the sensitivity of all three regions to pul
shape, shell thickness, and single-beam uniformity is p
sented.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The targets used for these experiments consisted
20–40mm thick spherical shells;950 mm in diameter. The
shell material was either deuterated plastic~CD! with an un-
8

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html
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2109Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Direct-drive, high-convergence-ratio implosion . . .
deuterated plastic~CH! overcoat, or pure CH. All of the
present experiments were performed on gas-filled sh
filled with 3–15 atm of H2 , D2 , and/or DHe3. All targets
were overcoated with a 0.1mm Al gas retention barrier.~The
DHe3-filled targets had an equimolar mixture of D and He3).
The targets filled with H2 allowed for measurement of th
primary ~D–D! and secondary~D–T! neutron yield from the
CD layer, while the D2- and DHe3-filled targets allowed for
measurement of the primary yield from the gas-fill regi
and the secondary yield from the gas-fill and shell-mate
regions. A parallel series of target experiments replaced
inner CD layer with a Ti-doped~4%–6% atomic fraction!
CH layer. Emission from the Ti-doped region acts as a tra
of the doped-shell region, allowing for imaging of its sha
and determination of its size. The experiments were p
formed using two pulse shapes: a 1 nssquare pulse, and a 2.
ns shaped pulse with a 1:8 foot-to-main-pulse aspect r
~PS26, see details in Refs. 10 and 11!. The OMEGA beams
were phase converted using distributed phase plat14

~DPP’s! and smoothed by smoothing by spectral dispers
in two dimensions15 ~2D SSD! with either 3 by 3 or 3 by 10
GHz-frequency oscillators.

III. RESULTS

A. Gas-fill performance

Comparison of the measured primary fusion yie
~D–D! to the yield calculated by the 1D hydrodynamics co
LILAC 16 gives an overall measure of the performance of
target. Figure 1 shows the ratios of the measured to ca
lated yields@yield over calculated~YOC!# as a function of
shell thickness for a series of 3 atm D2-filled targets im-
ploded with 1 ns square pulses~;27 kJ!. The values ob-
tained for targets with no gas fill~yield solely from the inner
CD shell! are shown as open triangles. As was se
previously,10 the highest YOC is obtained for the thicke
targets, approaching unity for thicknesses of;40 mm.
Where overlap exists, the gas-filled targets appear to fol
this general trend, suggestive of a relation between s
thickness and performance.

FIG. 1. Ratio of measured D–D neutron yield to calculated yield~YOC! for
targets imploded with 1 ns square pulses; included are all targets with 3
fills (D2 , H2 , and DHe3) and targets with and without CD inner layers. Th
yield from targets with H2 fills comes solely from inner CD layers. Plotte
for comparison are empty CD–CH-shell target results.
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Traditionally, target performance in ICF has been me
sured against the gas convergence ratio@initial gas outer
radius/final gas outer radius (CRgas)]. The calculatedCRgas

ranged from;20 to 50 for these experiments. Targets w
the same calculatedCRgas but driven with different pulse
shapes can have YOCs which vary by almost two orders
magnitude.17 The target performance is much more sensit
to the shell thickness~Fig. 1!. This suggests that the degre
of nonuniformity in the shell, due to the growth of the R
instability, determines the overall target performance. To
derstand the effect of shell thickness and pulse shape
target performance, we have defined the calculated shell
vergence ratio (CRshell). This definition can also be used fo
shells with no gas fill. Applied to the empty-shell target ca
the ice-block final shell radius is given by

Rice block5@3M f /4p~rR!#1/2,

whereM f is the unablated shell mass and (rR) f is the shell
areal density calculated at peak compression, where the
ues are calculated for the unablated shell material. The s
convergence ratio can then be defined as

CRshell5Ri /Rf5Ri /Rice block5Ri /@3M f /4p~rR!#1/2,

where Ri is the initial shell radius. The YOC values as
function of CRshell for both empty and gas-filled targets a
plotted in Fig. 2. To accentuate the differences and minim
scatter, the cases in Fig. 2 are limited to low beam-ene
variation@,10% beam-to-beam~rms! root-mean square#; the
gas-filled targets additionally contain no CD in the she
making them cases solely of gas-fill yield. The normaliz
yields for empty-shell targets have shown little discernib
sensitivity to beam smoothing10,11 ~and are not separatel
identified!, while the gas-filled targets show a difference f
the extreme cases shown~no beam smoothing and
DvSSD>0.2 THz). The targets expected to have the low
stability ~PS26 pulse shape! show the most difference with
and without SSD smoothing but also have the lowest val
of YOC. The good correlation of YOC withCRshell suggests
that the shell integrity during compression dominates tar

tmFIG. 2. YOC from 3–15 atm filled CH targets, for 1 ns square and PS
pulse shapes, with and without SSD bandwidth~.0.2 THz! applied. The
results from empty CD–CH shells imploded with 1 ns square pulses
shown for comparison.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html
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2110 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Marshall et al.
performance, including that of the gas fill. As was previou
shown,10,11 the shell performance is also noticeably affect
by the presence of the gas fill.

The gas-fill performance is further characterized by m
suring the fuel areal densityrRfuel . Figure 3 shows measure
ments of the shape of the secondary neutron~D–T! spectra
@Y(DT)}rRfuel#, using MEDUSA.18 The targets are 3 atm
D2-filled, 20 mm thick CH shells irradiated with 1 ns squa
pulses@Fig. 3~a!# and PS26 pulses@Fig. 3~b!# and various
SSD bandwidths (DnSSD). The spectra from the 1 ns squa
pulse experiments show no discernible differences. Both
amplitude and the shape of the spectra are unchanged, w
indicates that the averagerRfuel is unchanged. Conversely
there is a very noticeable increase in the normalized sec
ary yield for the PS26 experiments versusDnSSD. Both the
0.2- and 0.3-THz cases are;23 higher than the 0.0- and
0.1-THz cases. TherRfuel is deduced from a central sourc
model, assuming no slowing down in the fuel, and as su
provides a lower limit on the value.10,11 The statistical errors
in the inferred values ofrRfuel are typically 10%, due to the
errors in the yield measurements. There is an additional
tematic uncertainty of;25% due to the calibration unce
tainty of the secondary yield detector. For 1 ns square pul
therRfuel values predicted by 1D simulations range from
to 23 mg/cm2, while for PS26 they range from 73 to 7
mg/cm2, where the variations in the simulations are due
variations in conditions~e.g., target thickness, energy of l
ser!.

Figures 1–3 have shown the performance of the co
pressed gas fill as a function of pulse shape, single-b
uniformity, and shell thickness. Taken together, they sh
that ~a! thicker shells give better performance compared
1D simulations, and~b! the effect of single-beam nonunifor
mity on the performance is more apparent for more slow
rising pulse shapes. These results suggest that the she
tegrity dominates the target performance. The difference
performance may be due to the lower isentropes obtained

FIG. 3. SSD bandwidth dependence of the measured secondary~D–T! neu-
tron spectra@normalized to the primary~D–D! neutron yield# from ~a! 1 ns
square and~b! PS26 pulse implosions.
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the shaped-pulse implosions, resulting in smaller in-flig
shell thicknesses and larger RT growth rates. This makes
targets more susceptible to breakup due to ablation-sur
nonuniformities and to feedthrough of the nonuniformities
the inner surface. This conjecture is supported by simulati
of imprint, RT growth, and saturation of the laser-induc
nonuniformities.7 The simulations show that for the most u
stable targets~PS26 and thinner shells!, the RT amplitude
completely penetrates the shell during the acceleration ph
The characteristics of the shell, both the inner~hot! and outer
~cold! regions, are discussed in the next two sections.

B. Inner „hot … shell performance

The state of the inner shell material is probed by trito
from the D–D reaction in the fill gas undergoing seconda
reactions in the CD shell material. The normalized second
neutron yields from 3 atm D2 filled CH shells without a CD
layer, with a 1mm thick CD layer at the inner shell surface
or with an embedded 1mm thick CD layer~offset 1mm from
the inner shell surface! are shown in Fig. 4. The targets we
imploded with 1 ns square pulses. The inner CD layers h
secondary yields that are much higher than the gas-only~no
CD! case. The spectrum is also narrower, indicating sign
cant slowing down of the tritons in the CD layer. The spe
trum of the offset layer is almost equal to the gas-only ca
indicating little if any significant mixing of the inner 2mm
region of the original shell at stagnation.

The results of the secondary yield contribution from t
shell are shown in Fig. 5. The lower-limits ofrDRhot shell~of
the CD layer! are calculated as described in Refs. 10 and
after adjustment for the contribution of the gas. For compa
son, rDR values obtained from implosions of emp
CD–CH targets and corresponding values for the CD lay
from LILAC simulations are also shown. The measur
rDRhot shell values are near the limits predicted by LILA
indicating near 1D performance of the inner part of the co
pressed shell~probed by the D–D primary triton!.

The inner~hot! shell is further investigated by imagin
the x-ray emission from high-Z-doped target implosions
Figure 6 shows x-ray images from a series of target imp
sions with 2mm thick, Ti-doped~4% atomic fraction! re-

FIG. 4. The measured secondary neutron spectral shape from 27mm thick,
3 atm filled CH shells with and without CD layers.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html
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gions, offset 1mm from the inner shell surface. The SS
bandwidth was varied from 0.1 to 0.3 THz. The x-ray imag
were obtained with a Kirkpatrick–Baez~KB! microscope fil-
tered to be sensitive from;5 to 7 keV. The images clearly
show a dependence on SSD bandwidth. The azimuthally
eraged radial profiles of the images show a larger dip at
center~indicative of a thinner emitting region! for the high-
bandwidth case. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the em
sion profile from the high-bandwidth~0.3 THz! SSD case
with 2D ORCHID simulations.~ORCHID hydrodynamics
simulations19 modeled the single-beam nonuniformities i
cluding DPP contributions and SSD at 0.2 THz, assum
perfect beam balance, and no radiation.! The two profiles are
seen to peak at approximately the same radius~27 mm!, al-
though the measured profile is wider than the simulated o
~Asymmetries, likely due to beam-to-beam energy var
tions, are contributing to this spread.!

The performance of the inner~hot! shell region shows
dependence on pulse shape, shell thickness, and SSD b
width. The shell appears to be more compressed and inte
with higher SSD bandwidth as seen in the limb-brighten

FIG. 5. rDRhot shell lower-limit values for CD-bearing targets determine
from the secondary~D–T! to primary~D–D! neutron yield ratio, along with
LILAC predictions of the measurement limit. Empty CD–CH target valu
are shown for comparison.

FIG. 6. Time-integrated, hard x-ray images~;5–7 keV! from a series of
implosions of CH targets with inner Ti-doped layers for varying bandwi
@~a! 0.1, ~b! 0.2, and~c! 0.3 THz#, along with azimuthally averaged radia
profiles of the same@~d!–~f!#.
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images. The limit onrDRhot shelldeduced from the secondar
yield is close to the LILAC predictions. Results from targe
with offset CD layers indicate that there is little mixing ov
the initial inner 2mm of the shell material, suggesting th
the hot inner shell region is nearly intact at stagnation.

C. Outer „cold … shell performance

The cold-shell areal density (rDRcold shell) can be deter-
mined from the observed absorption in the continuum sp
tra obtained with a grating-dispersed KB microscope.20 Fig-
ure 8 showsrDRcold shell values from a series of 1 ns squa
pulse target experiments with varying shell thicknesses, w
and without SSD beam smoothing. The values
rDRcold shellare plotted as a function of shell thickness.@Both
cases show the expected dependence on shell thickne
more cold shell material is left to absorb x-rays at stag
tion.# TherDRcold shellvalues obtained with SSD are substa
tially higher than those without. The values ofrDRcold shell

from both 1D and 2D ORCHID simulations~solid symbols!
show a similar trend as a function of shell thickness. T
values ofrDRcold shellfrom ORCHID simulations were deter
mined by a postprocessor which determined therDR of the

FIG. 7. Radial intensity profile of the high-bandwidth~0.3 THz! Ti-doped
image and a 2D ORCHID simulation of the same. Both are norrnalized
1.0 at the center.

FIG. 8. Values ofrDRcold shell determined from grating dispersed KB m
croscope obtained x-ray spectra of 3 atm filled CH and CD–CH targ
versus shell thickness, with~.0.2 THz! and without SSD bandwidth. The
values obtained from 1D and 2D ORCHID simulations are shown for co
parison.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html
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unstripped fraction of the shell material from the density a
temperature values as a function of position. The assump
is that this average value ofrDRcold shell is approximately
directly measurable.~This is equivalent to a small optica
depth approximation.! A more exact treatment would includ
radiation transport effects. In the 2D simulations t
rDRcold shell values are averaged over the radius of the em
ting region. The 2D ORCHID predictions lie well below th
1D ORCHID predictions. Most of this reduction is due to t
additional stripping of carbon ions in the disrupted shell m
terial. Some is due to spatial modulation. The magnitude
the effects of single-beam nonuniformities appear to acco
for the observed lower value ofrDRcold shell from that ex-
pected by 1D simulations.~The single-beam nonuniformitie
in the 2D simulations affect the value of the simulat
rDRcold shell by the amount necessary to bring near agr
ment between the simulations and the measurements.!

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A series of direct-drive implosion experiments on low
pressure~3–15 atm! gas-filled CH, CD–CH, and CH target
with embedded Ti-doped CH layers has been performed
OMEGA. The target performance at stagnation and its
pendence on beam smoothing and pulse shaping have
determined from the primary~D–D! and secondary~D–T!
fusion neutron yields and spectral shapes, imaging of
doped-shell x-ray emission, and imaged continuum x-
spectroscopy.

The dependence of neutron yield on shell thickness
shell convergence ratio points to the shell’s integrity a
dominant factor in target performance. The correlation
yield performance with pulse shape and the relative ben
of beam smoothing confirms this. The addition of bea
smoothing is most beneficial to the shaped-pulse~least-
stable! implosions. The performance of gas-filled CH targe
is lower than empty CD–CH targets as a function ofCRshell.
The gas-filled and empty-shell targets differ in that t
former must suffer through the passage of a shock from s
to gas fill, to the center, and back to shell again as well as
deceleration-phase RT instability, while the latter do not~or
to a minimal degree!. The detrimental effects at the gas
shell interface lead to decreased target performance.

The neutron yields compared to 1D simulation pred
tions indicate that target performance is a function of be
smoothing, pulse shape, and initial target thickness.
thickest targets show the best performance and benefit
least from beam smoothing, while the thinnest targets
ploded with the longer shaped pulses benefit the most f
beam smoothing. The correlation of target performance w
shell convergence ratio (CRshell) suggests that shell integrit
is important to target performance.

The effects of beam smoothing and pulse shaping
shell performance were also studied. First, the results f
the secondary neutron yield confirm that the inside of
shell material at stagnation is both integral and has un
gone little or no mixing. Secondly, x-ray images of Ti-dop
inner shell regions at compression show that beam smo
Downloaded 24 Feb 2001 to 198.125.177.111. Redistribution subject t
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ing increases the shell integrity and compression despite
apparent lack of mixing. Lastly, beam smoothing strong
affects the outer shell region in all cases.

The target performance as a function of shell thickn
and pulse shape depends on the separation of the shell
surface from perturbations induced by single-beam la
nonuniformities. Targets imploded with slowly rising puls
have smaller in-flight shell thicknesses and higher
growth rates than those imploded with rapidly rising on
The slow falloff for the more stable~1 ns square pulse! im-
plosions with shell convergence ratio is likely due to lo
l-mode perturbations caused by power imbalance. Th
would affect target performance in all cases but would
come proportionally larger in magnitude for higher conve
gence ratios.

In summary, the dominant effect on target performan
appears to be the shell stability. The outer~cold! shell region
shows the most pronounced sensitivity to single-beam n
uniformities. The feedthrough of these perturbations to
inner shell and gas regions limits the target performance
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